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Part 3: Episode 2Stranded on an inhospitable planet…Lost in an unknown time…Faced with an
unfamiliar galaxy…And a dear friend nearing death…Nathan Scott and the crew of the Aurora
must make alliances quickly, or they will lose one of their own."No Risk Too Great" is the 2nd
episode in Part 3 of the Frontiers Saga: Fringe Worlds. Episode 3 is coming soon!

“[A] phantasmagoric masterpiece . . . The book left me breathless with admiration.”—Brian
Stableford“China Miéville's cool style has conjured up a triumphantly macabre technoslip
metropolis with a unique atmosphere of horror and fascination.”—Peter Hamilton“It is the best
steampunk novel since Gibson and Sterling's.”—John CluteWhen Mae West said, "Too much of
a good thing can be wonderful," she could have been talking about China Miéville's Perdido
Street Station. The novel's publication met with a burst of extravagant praise from Big Name
Authors and was almost instantly a multiaward finalist. You expect hyperbole in blurbs; and
sometimes unworthy books win awards, so nominations don't necessarily mean much. But
Perdido Street Station deserves the acclaim. It's ambitious and brilliant and--rarity of rarities--sui
generis. Its clearest influences are Mervyn Peake's Gormenghast trilogy and M. John Harrison's
Viriconium books, but it isn't much like them. It's Dickensian in scope, but fast-paced and
modern. It's a love song for cities, and it packs a world into its strange, sprawling, steam-punky
city of New Crobuzon. It can be read with equal validity as fantasy, science fiction, horror, or
slipstream. It's got love, loss, crime, sex, riots, mad scientists, drugs, art, corruption, demons,
dreams, obsession, magic, aliens, subversion, torture, dirigibles, romantic outlaws, artificial
intelligence, and dangerous cults.Generous, gaudy, grand, grotesque, gigantic, grim, grimy, and
glorious, Perdito Street Station is a bloody fascinating book. It's also so massive that you may
begin to feel you're getting too much of a good thing; just slow down and enjoy.Yes, but what is
Perdido Street Station about? To oversimplify: the eccentric scientist Isaac Dan der Grimnebulin
is hired to restore the power of flight to a cruelly de-winged birdman. Isaac's secret lover is Lin,
an artist of the khepri, a humano-insectoid race; theirs is a forbidden relationship. Lin is hired
(rather against her will) by a mysterious crime boss to capture his horrifying likeness in the
unique khepri art form. Isaac's quest for flying things to study leads to verification of his
controversial unified theory of the strange sciences of his world. It also brings him an odd,
unknown grub stolen from a secret government experiment so perilous it is sold to a ruthless
drug lord--the same crime boss who hired Lin. The grub emerges from its cocoon, becomes an
extraordinarily dangerous monster, and escapes Isaac's lab to ravage New Crobuzon, even as
his discovery becomes known to a hidden, powerful, and sinister intelligence. Lin disappears
and Isaac finds himself pursued by the monster, the drug lord, the government and armies of
New Crobuzon, and other, more bizarre factions, not all confined to his world. --Cynthia Ward--



This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalScientist Isaac Dan
der Grimnebulin and his lover, an insect-like creature named Lin, discover the risks of meddling
in the affairs of mobsters, renegades, and revolutionaries when they fall afoul of the powers that
rule the sprawling city of New Crobuzon. The author of King Rat delivers a powerful tale about
the power of love and the will to survive in a dystopian universe that combines Victorian
elements with a fantasy version of cyberpunk. Mi ville's visceral prose evokes an immediacy that
commands attention and demands a wide readership. Highly recommended.Copyright 2001
Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Publishers WeeklyKing Rat (1999), Mi‚ville's much-praised first novel of urban fantasy/horror,
was just a palate-teaser for this appetizing, if extravagant, stew of genre themes. Its setting, New
Crobuzon, is an audaciously imagined milieu: a city with the dimensions of a world, home to a
polyglot civilization of wildly varied species and overlapping and interpenetrating cultures.
Seeking to prove his unified energy theory as it relates to organic and mechanical forms, rogue
scientist Isaac Dan der Grimnebulin tries to restore the power of flight to Yagharek, a member of
the garuda race cruelly shorn of its wings. Isaac's lover, Lin, unconsciously mimics his scientific
pursuits when she takes on the seemingly impossible commission of sculpting a patron whose
body is a riot of grotesquely mutated and spliced appendages. Their social life is one huge,
postgraduate bull session with friends and associates--until a nightmare-inducing grub escapes
from Isaac's lab and transforms into a flying monster that imperils the city. This accident
precipitates a political crisis, initiates an action-packed manhunt for Isaac and introduces hordes
of vividly imagined beings who inhabit the twilight zone between science and sorcery. Mi‚ville's
canvas is so breathtakingly broad that the details of individual subplots and characters
sometime lose their definition. But it is also generous enough to accommodate large dollops of
aesthetics, scientific discussion and quest fantasy in an impressive and ultimately pleasing
epic.Copyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneA
window burst open high above the market. A basket flew from it and arcedtowards the oblivious
crowd. It spasmed in mid-air, then spun andcontinued earthwards at a slower, uneven pace.
Dancing precariously as itdescended, its wire-mesh caught and skittered on the building’s
roughhide. It scrabbled at the wall, sending paint and concrete dust plummetingbefore it.The sun
shone through uneven cloud-cover with a bright grey light. Belowthe basket the stalls and
barrows lay like untidy spillage. The cityreeked. But today was market day down in Aspic Hole,
and the pungent slickof dung-smell and rot that rolled over New Crobuzon was, in these
streets,for these hours, improved with paprika and fresh tomato, hot oil and fishand cinnamon,
cured meat, banana and onion.The food stalls stretched the noisy length of Shadrach Street.
Books andmanuscripts and pictures filled up Selchit Pass, an avenue of desultorybanyans and
crumbling concrete a little way to the east. There wereearthenware products spilling down the
road to Barrackham in the south;engine parts to the west; toys down one side street; clothes
between twomore; and countless other goods filling all the alleys. The rows ofmerchandise



converged crookedly on Aspic Hole like spokes on a brokenwheel.In the Hole itself all
distinctions broke down. In the shadowof old walls and unsafe towers were a pile of gears, a
ramshackletable of broken crockery and crude clay ornaments, a case of moulderingtextbooks.
Antiques, sex, flea-powder. Between the stalls stomped hissingconstructs. Beggars argued in
the bowels of deserted buildings. Members ofstrange races bought peculiar things. Aspic
Bazaar, a blaring mess ofgoods, grease and tallymen. Mercantile law ruled: let the buyer
beware.The costermonger below the descending basket looked up into flat sunlightand a
shower of brick particles. He wiped his eye. He plucked the frayedthing from the air above his
head, pulling at the cord which bore it untilit went slack in his hand. Inside the basket was a
brass shekel and a notein careful, ornamented italics. The food-vendor scratched his nose as
hescanned the paper. He rummaged in the piles of produce before him, placedeggs and fruit
and root vegetables into the container, checking againstthe list. He stopped and read one item
again, then smiled lasciviously andcut a slice of pork. When he was done he put the shekel in his
pocket andfelt for change, hesitating as he calculated his delivery cost, eventuallydepositing four
stivers in with the food.He wiped his hands against his trousers and thought for a minute,
thenscribbled something on the list with a stub of charcoal and tossed itafter the coins.He
tugged three times at the rope and the basket began a bobbing journeyinto the air. It rose above
the lower roofs of surrounding buildings,buoyed upwards by noise. It startled the roosting
jackdaws in the desertedstorey and inscribed the wall with another scrawled trail among
many,before it disappeared again into the window from which it had emerged.Isaac Dan der
Grimnebulin had just realized that he was dreaming. He hadbeen aghast to find himself
employed once again at the university,parading in front of a huge blackboard covered in vague
representations oflevers and forces and stress. Introductory Material Science. Isaac hadbeen
staring anxiously at the class when that unctuous bastard Vermishankhad looked in.“I can’t
teach this class,” whispered Isaac loudly. “The market’s tooloud.” He gestured at the window.“It’s
all right.” Vermishank was soothing and loathsome. “It’s time forbreakfast,” he said. “That’ll take
your mind off the noise.” And hearingthat absurdity Isaac shed sleep with immense relief. The
raucous profanityof the bazaar and the smell of cooking came with him into the day.He lay
hugely in the bed without opening his eyes. He heard Lin walkacross the room and felt the slight
listing of the floorboards. The garretwas filled with pungent smoke. Isaac salivated.Lin clapped
twice. She knew when Isaac woke. Probably because he closedhis mouth, he thought, and
sniggered without opening his eyes.“Still sleeping, shush, poor little Isaac ever so tired,” he
whimpered,and snuggled down like a child. Lin clapped again, once, derisory, andwalked
away.He groaned and rolled over.“Termagant!” he moaned after her. “Shrew! Harridan! All right,
all right,you win, you, you . . . uh . . . virago, you spit-fire . . .” He rubbedhis head and sat up,
grinned sheepishly. Lin made an obscene gesture athim without turning around.She stood with
her back to him, nude at the stove, dancing back as hotdrops of oil leapt from the pan. The
covers slipped from the slope ofIsaac’s belly. He was a dirigible, huge and taut and strong. Grey
hairburst from him abundantly.Lin was hairless. Her muscles were tight under her red skin,



eachdistinct. She was like an anatomical atlas. Isaac studied her in cheerfullust.His arse itched.
He scratched under the blanket, rooting as shameless as adog. Something burst under his nail,
and he withdrew his hand to examineit. A tiny half-crushed grub waved helplessly on the end of
his finger. Itwas a refflick, a harmless little khepri parasite. The thing must havebeen rather
bewildered by my juices, Isaac thought, and flicked his fingerclean.“Refflick, Lin,” he said. “Bath
time.”Lin stamped in irritation.New Crobuzon was a huge plague pit, a morbific city. Parasites,
infectionand rumour were uncontainable. A monthly chymical dip was a necessaryprophylactic
for the khepri, if they wanted to avoid itches and sores.Lin slid the contents of the pan onto a
plate and set it down, across fromher own breakfast. She sat and gestured for Isaac to join her.
He rosefrom the bed and stumbled across the room. He eased himself onto the smallchair, wary
of splinters.Isaac and Lin sat naked on either side of the bare wooden table. Isaac wasconscious
of their pose, seeing them as a third person might. It wouldmake a beautiful, strange print, he
thought. An attic room, dust-motes inthe light from the small window, books and paper and
paints neatly stackedby cheap wooden furniture. A dark-skinned man, big and nude
anddetumescing, gripping a knife and fork, unnaturally still, sittingopposite a khepri, her slight
woman’s body in shadow, her chitinous headin silhouette.They ignored their food and stared at
each other for a moment. Lin signedat him: Good morning, lover. Then she began to eat, still
looking at him.It was when she ate that Lin was most alien, and their shared meals were
achallenge and an affirmation. As he watched her, Isaac felt the familiartrill of emotion: disgust
immediately stamped out, pride at the stampingout, guilty desire.Light glinted in Lin’s compound
eyes. Her headlegs quivered. She picked uphalf a tomato and gripped it with her mandibles. She
lowered her handswhile her inner mouthparts picked at the food her outer jaw held steady.Isaac
watched the huge iridescent scarab that was his lover’s head devourher breakfast.He watched
her swallow, saw her throat bob where the pale insectileunderbelly segued smoothly into her
human neck . . . not that she wouldhave accepted that description. Humans have khepri bodies,
legs, hands;and the heads of shaved gibbons, she had once told him.He smiled and dangled his
fried pork in front of him, curled his tonguearound it, wiped his greasy fingers on the table. He
smiled at her. Sheundulated her headlegs at him and signed, My monster.I am a pervert,
thought Isaac, and so is she.Breakfast conversation was generally one-sided: Lin could sign with
herhands while she ate, but Isaac’s attempts to talk and eat simultaneouslymade for
incomprehensible noises and food debris on the table. Insteadthey read; Lin an artists’
newsletter, Isaac whatever came to hand. Hereached out between mouthfuls and grabbed
books and papers, and foundhimself reading Lin’s shopping list. The item a handful of pork
slices wasringed and underneath her exquisite calligraphy was a scrawled question inmuch
cruder script: Got company??? Nice bit of pork goes down a treat!!!Isaac waved the paper at Lin.
“What’s this filthy arse on about?” heyelled, spraying food. His outrage was amused but
genuine.Lin read it and shrugged.Knows I don’t eat meat. Knows I’ve got a guest for breakfast.
Wordplay on“pork.”“Yes, thanks, lover, I got that bit. How does he know you’re a vegetarian?Do
you two often engage in this witty banter?”Lin stared at him for a moment without



responding.Knows because I don’t buy meat. She shook her head at the stupid question.Don’t
worry: only ever banter on paper. Doesn’t know I’m bug.Her deliberate use of the slur annoyed
Isaac.“Dammit, I wasn’t insinuating anything . . .” Lin’s hand waggled, theequivalent of a raised
eyebrow. Isaac howled in irritation. “Godshit, Lin!Not everything I say is about fear of
discovery!”Isaac and Lin had been lovers nearly two years. They had always tried notto think too
hard about the rules of their relationship, but the longerthey were together the more this
strategyof avoidance became impossible. Questions as yet unasked demandedattention.
Innocent remarks and askance looks from others, a moment ofcontact too long in public—a note
from a grocer—everything was a reminderthat they were, in some contexts, living a secret.
Everything was madefraught.They had never said, We are lovers, so they had never had to say,
We willnot disclose our relationship to all, we will hide from some. But it hadbeen clear for
months and months that this was the case.Lin had begun to hint, with snide and acid remarks,
that Isaac’s refusalto declare himself her lover was at best cowardly, at worst bigoted.
Thisinsensitivity annoyed him. He had, after all, made the nature of hisrelationship clear with his
close friends, as Lin had with hers. And itwas all far, far easier for her.She was an artist. Her
circle were the libertines, the patrons and thehangers-on, bohemians and parasites, poets and
pamphleteers andfashionable junkies. They delighted in the scandalous and the outré. Inthe tea-
houses and bars of Salacus Fields, Lin’s escapades—broadly hintedat, never denied, never
made explicit—would be the subject of louchediscussion and innuendo. Her love-life was an
avant-garde transgression,an art-happening, like Concrete Music had been last season, or ’Snot
Art!the year before that.And yes, Isaac could play that game. He was known in that world, from
longbefore his days with Lin. He was, after all, thescientist-outcast, the disreputable thinker who
walked out of a lucrativeteaching post to engage in experiments too outrageous and brilliant
forthe tiny minds who ran the university. What did he care for convention? Hewould sleep with
whomever and whatever he liked, surely!That was his persona in Salacus Fields, where his
relationship with Linwas an open secret, where he enjoyed being more or less open, where
hewould put his arm around her in the bars and whisper to her as she suckedsugar-coffee from
a sponge. That was his story, and it was at least halftrue.He had walked out of the university ten
years ago. But only because herealized to his misery that he was a terrible teacher.He had
looked out at the quizzical faces, listened to the franticscrawling of the panicking students, and
realized that with a mind thatran and tripped and hurled itself down the corridors of theory in
anarchicfashion, he could learn himself, in haphazard lurches, but he could notimpart the
understanding he so loved. He had hung his head in shame andfled.In another twist to the myth,
his Head of Department, the ageless andloathsome Vermishank, was not a plodding epigone
but an exceptionalbio-thaumaturge, who had nixed Isaac’s research less because it
wasunorthodox than because it was going nowhere. Isaac could be brilliant,but he was
undisciplined. Vermishank had played him like a fish, makinghim beg for work as a freelance
researcher on terrible pay, but withlimited access to the university laboratories.And it was this,
his work, which kept Isaac circumspect about his lover.From the Trade Paperback edition. --This



text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverBeneath the towering
bleached ribs of a dead, ancient beast lies New Crobuzon, a squalid city where humans, Re-
mades, and arcane races live in perpetual fear of Parliament and its brutal militia. The air and
rivers are thick with factory pollutants and the strange effluents of alchemy, and the ghettos
contain a vast mix of workers, artists, spies, junkies, and whores. In New Crobuzon, the
unsavory deal is stranger to none--not even to Isaac, a brilliant scientist with a penchant for
Crisis Theory.Isaac has spent a lifetime quietly carrying out his unique research. But when a half-
bird, half-human creature known as the Garuda comes to him from afar, Isaac is faced with
challenges he has never before fathomed. Though the Garuda's request is scientifically
daunting, Isaac is sparked by his own curiosity and an uncanny reverence for this curious
stranger.While Isaac's experiments for the Garuda turn into an obsession, one of his lab
specimens demands attention: a brilliantly colored caterpillar that feeds on nothing but a
hallucinatory drug and grows larger--and more consuming--by the day. What finally emerges
from the silken cocoon will permeate every fiber of New Crobuzon--and not even the
Ambassador of Hell will challenge the malignant terror it invokes . . .A magnificent fantasy rife
with scientific splendor, magical intrigue, and wonderfully realized characters, told in a
storytelling style in which Charles Dickens meets Neal Stephenson, Perdido Street Station
offers an eerie, voluptuously crafted world that will plumb the depths of every reader's
imagination. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorChina
Mieville lives and works in London. He is three-time winner of the prestigious Arthur C. Clarke
Award (Perdido Street Station, Iron Council and The City & The City) and has also won the
British Fantasy Award twice (Perdido Street Station and The Scar). The City & The City, an
existential thriller, was published in 2009 to dazzling critical acclaim and drew comparison with
the works of Kafka and Orwell (The Times) and Philip K. Dick (Guardian). His most recent novel,
Kraken, was published in 2010. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
BooklistAs in Mervyn Peake's fantasy classic, the Gormenghast trilogy, the real protagonist of
this gigantic book is a city, New Crobuzon, a steampunk version of Dickens' London that Mieville
depicts in exhaustive detail. In the nooks and crannies of this colossal setting Isaac Dan der
Grimnebulin labors to discover the secret of flight and restore it to his mutilated, nonhuman
friend, Yagharek. To do this, he raises what turns out to be the larva of a deadly slake-moth.
When it escapes and matures, Isaac is sucked into a frantic effort to track down and kill all the
viciously telepathic slake-moths before the authorities catch up with him or them. Given its
complicated setting, this chase rises above the level of a Godzilla movie, but critical readers may
carp that much of the complication is just piled-on grunge and much of the characterization
involves kinky sex and repetitious violence. More world building than storytelling, the yarn at
least suggests that the author of King Rat (1999) is marching forward in his fantasy-writing
career. Roland GreenCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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ONENathan stood at the top of the hill, overlooking the crash site. From this vantage point, he
could see the entire Aurora, as well as the scar she had carved into the surface during her belly
landing. His ship, only a few days old, already looked like hell. Overall, she was surprisingly
intact. Most of the exterior damage was superficial, with various hull plates and emitters having
been torn away, mostly along the sides and undersides of the ship, and mostly on the forward
section. Vladimir’s efforts to ensure that the Expedition-class ships were over-built had paid off.
He doubted that an XK, as tough as they were, would have survived such a landing.Landing.
The thought made him laugh. No one would call that a landing, let alone a good one.“Any
landing you can walk away from,” Cameron stated as she came up the hill.Nathan smiled. “I
suppose so,” he agreed. “Although I doubt they’ll ever add that approach to the flight
manual.”“Vlad has deemed the ship safe,” she told him. “His people are starting their damage
assessment now.”“Any word from the Dragons?” Nathan wondered.“Not yet, but it should take
them a few hours to search the entire planet.”“I’ll feel better once we know whether or not we can
expect any visitors,” Nathan said.“Still set on not contacting the Alliance?”“We can’t take the
chance. Not until we at least know where and when we are. For all we know, the Alliance might
no longer exist. God knows who would respond to our distress call.”“We can use the Dragons to
do some deep space recon,” Cameron suggested.“Not until we know where we stand here and
now. First order of business is survival. Once we get things under control here, then we can peek
out into the galaxy and see what’s going on.”“Laza has been trying to calculate how far forward
we may have traveled in time, but so far she doesn’t have enough data to make a solid
estimate.”“Does she have ballpark?”“I asked,” Cameron said. “I had to press. Jung don’t like to
guess. She said maybe two hundred years.”“Vlad guessed two fifty,” Nathan sighed.Cameron
looked at him. “It wasn’t your fault, Nathan. There’s no way you could’ve known…”“I should have
seen it,” Nathan insisted. “It was all too easy. They let us waltz in there. They were tracking us the
entire time. They used Jessica to play me. They knew I would come for her.”“Yeah, Jessica is
beating herself up over this just as much as you are.”“I’m responsible for this,” he said, pointing to
the crash site. “All of these people have lost everything…their lives, their families, their careers…
because I fucked up.”“I would’ve done the same thing.”“No you wouldn’t have,” Nathan insisted.
“You wouldn’t have risked your ship and crew for one person, not even for a friend.”“Like I took



the Aurora on an illegal mission to support your fight against the Dusahn?”“That was different,”
Nathan argued.“No it wasn’t,” Cameron countered. “I risked my ship and my crew, and without
hesitation.”“You gave your crew a choice,” Nathan explained. “I didn’t.”“You didn’t have time, and
you weren’t acting outside of your authority as captain. I was, which is why I gave my crew a
choice. Apples and oranges, Nathan.”Nathan chuckled.“Besides, it’s all in the past now.”“About
two hundred years in the past,” Nathan corrected.“Neli has turned the Mirai’s cargo bay into a
makeshift galley. She’s serving emergency rations and hot coffee.”“I think, at this point, I’d rather
just take a nap. It’s been a long day.” Nathan turned to head back down the hill. “Let me know if
the Dragons find anything.”“Comm-sets are still down,” Cameron reminded him. “Where will I find
you?“Where else?” Nathan replied. “In my ready room.”* * *“I am detecting low-level energy
signals at bearing one four seven, eighty-seven kilometers,” Talisha’s AI reported.“What kind of
energy?” Talisha wondered.“Thermal energy, most likely from fire, low-level radio waves, and
electro-magnetic fields similar to those created by small, portable fusion generators.”“Sounds
like people,” Talisha concluded.“That would be my guess,” her AI agreed.Talisha looked to her
right at her wingman. “Niko, I’ve got a possible surface contact at one four seven, eighty-seven
clicks.”“I’ve got it,” Nikolas confirmed.“We’ll overfly at angels twenty, but at sub-mach. That way,
they shouldn’t notice us.“Recon pattern?” Nikolas assumed.“A-firm. Ten-click spacing should do
it.”“You got it,” Nikolas replied as his Dragon fighter rolled right, turning away from Talisha.
“Turning to one four seven. See ya on the other side.”* * *“What news would you like first?”
Cameron asked as she entered the captain’s ready room. “Good or bad?”“Let’s end on a good
note,” Nathan replied, downing the last of his coffee.“Well, this ship isn’t flying again any time
soon. Every grav-lift emitter needs to be replaced, as do half of our jump-field emitters.”“What
about shields?”“Most of them are fine,” Cameron replied. “We lost a few in battle, but not so
many that we can’t fill in the gaps. Of course, the shields won’t be back to full strength until the
damaged emitters are replaced.”“Well, at least they should keep native intruders away.”“ZPEDs
are still down, but since we’re not flying, the backup fusion reactor should suffice.”“Did Vlad get it
back online?”“He’s working on it now. He thinks he can have it up before nightfall.”“Good. We
have no idea what the nights are like here. Any clue where we are yet?”“None. For that, we’ll
need to get back into space.”“So far, things don’t seem that bad,” Nathan decided.“Well, I’ll
refrain from reading the preliminary damage report. Better you peruse that at your leisure, since
it’s quite lengthy.”“I see.”“We’re also looking at a raw materials problem.”“I thought we departed
with full load?”“A full load isn’t enough to fix this much damage,” Cameron explained. “We don’t
even have enough aramenium to fabricate half of the blown-out grav-lift emitters. If we’re ever
going to get this ship back into space, we’ll need to find resources.”“Not until we know more
about where and when we are, and what the current state of the galaxy is.”“You really are
concerned about that, aren’t you?”“It’s not that I’m concerned,” Nathan explained. “I just don’t
want to make any assumptions. Not while we’re this vulnerable.”“Agreed.”“Is it time for the good
news yet?” Nathan wondered.“Let’s see…” Cameron scanned her data pad, forwarding through
several pages.“That long, huh?”Cameron continued forward, eventually reaching the final page



of her report. “Ah, Doctor Chen reports that Chief Calis is stable. However, he is still considered
critical.”“How many people did we lose?”“Eighteen total,” Cameron replied solemnly. “Four from
the Selles, and fourteen of our own.”That news hit Nathan hard. He had lost people under his
command before, but it had been years ago. For him, this was the worst part of being in
command.“Doc has them in cold storage, in case it turns out we’re able to get their bodies back
to Earth.”“Is that it?” Nathan wondered. “Is that all the good news?”“Well, the ship is structurally
intact, so we have good shelter, and we have at least a month’s worth of food and water, which
we can stretch to two. Oh, and we still have seventy-six percent of our propellant, so we can use
the Dragons and shuttles quite a lot before we’ll start running low.”“We should plan on keeping
twenty-five percent as a reserve for when we do get this ship flying again.”“That’s still an if at this
point.”“Optimism, Cam,” Nathan urged. “Optimism.”“XO, Base,” Ensign Dass called over
Cameron’s comm-set.“Go ahead,” Cameron answered.“Comm-sets are up?” Nathan
wondered.“Dragon One reports a surface contact. They’re over the target now at angels twenty.
We’re getting their sensor feed.”“Can you send it to my data pad?”“Yes, sir.”“How’d you get the
comm-sets back up?” Nathan asked.“Ensign Dass has set up a comm-station in the Mirai,”
Cameron explained as she studied her data pad. “All our comm-sets are currently tuned into her
comm-net. She goes by Aurora Base.” Cameron offered her data pad to Nathan. “It seems we’re
not alone on this world.”Nathan studied the data pad for a moment. “Looks like a small
settlement of some kind,” he said as he handed the data pad back to her.Cameron studied the
data pad a bit more. “Looks like maybe a thousand people. There’s a fusion reactor on site, so
they have some technology. A lot of thermal signatures from fires, probably for cooking.”“So not
too much technology then.” Nathan rose from the couch. “I guess we should check them
out.”“Maybe we should wait,” Cameron suggested. “I mean, from the looks of this, they don’t
have anything that could help us, so why risk contact?”“To get intel,” Nathan said. “Where are
we, when are we, and what’s the state of the galaxy…”“You can’t just go in there and ask such
questions,” Cameron insisted. “They’ll think you’re nuts.”“I’ll be subtle,” Nathan promised.“Don’t
tell them that we crashed. If they’re stranded and desperate, they might attack us to steal what
we have.”“I’ll take the Seiiki, and we’ll go as civilians,” Nathan told her.“And don’t tell them who
you are for God’s sake…”“Cam, relax. I know how to be covert. I’ll go as Connor Tuplo.”“And take
Jessica,” Cameron added.“Like I have a choice,” Nathan chuckled as he headed out.* * *The
Aurora had ended up relatively level, with a slight list to port, making moving around inside of her
not too difficult. However, she was still a big ship, and she was bellied down, which made getting
in and out of her a challenge.Luckily, one of Vladimir’s first accomplishments had been getting
the port cargo hatch opened and a makeshift ramp set up. The ramp went from the hatch to the
berm that the Aurora had plowed up during her crash landing. From there, it was a short hike
down the uneven berm to open ground.The Seiiki and the Mirai were positioned to the Aurora’s
port side. Most of the crew were inside the Aurora, conducting damage inspections.Nathan
came down the berm toward the Seiiki, immediately spotting Jessica, Kit, Marcus, and Neli, all
gathered at the base of the shuttle’s cargo ramp. “Aren’t we a motley-looking bunch,” he



commented, noting their civilian attire. “Where’d you get the civies?”“Well, half your crew are
civilians, so it wasn’t hard,” Jessica explained. “We got some for you, too,” she added, tossing
him a shirt and jacket.“Why are we here?” Neli asked.“If I’m going to be Connor Tuplo, then I
need Marcus and Neli on my crew,” Nathan told her. “Besides, you two look the least military of
all of us, and we want them to think we’re just a small privateer.”“There are plenty of civilians
aboard who could’ve come,” Marcus pointed out.“Are you complaining?” Nathan wondered.“Me?
Never. Just sayin’.”“Besides, everyone likes Neli,” Nathan added, putting his arm around her.
“She’s our icebreaker.”Jessica handed Nathan a gun belt.“Is this necessary?” Nathan
wondered.“Did you wear one when you were a privateer?” Jessica asked.Nathan took the gun
belt and headed up the ramp. “Let’s get this show on the road.”* * *Robert had not had any time
to spend with their three passengers since escaping the Ilyan. He and his crew had spent most
of their time helping Vladimir and his team assess the damage to the Aurora. While the air was
breathable, they had no idea what the weather patterns held in store for them. The sooner they
could all get back inside the Aurora, the better off they’d all be.Now that the initial inspection was
over, Robert had returned to his task of seeing after their three passengers.Martina had been
easy. The Aurora had sailed with minimal medical staffing. Martina’s previous med-tech training
was proving invaluable in the ship’s medical department. Hanna had also required no effort on
his part. She was more than happy to pass the time studying the last thousand years of Earth
history.Erica, on the other hand, had been a bit more of a challenge. In fact, he had spent the
last hour trying to locate her, finally finding her sitting by herself on a small rise in the distance off
the downed Aurora’s port side.“What are you doing way out here by your lonesome?” Robert
asked as he approached.“Just enjoying the view,” she replied.Robert could tell by her expression
that there was more going on. “She’s a mighty fine ship,” Robert said as he sat on the hill next to
her, facing the distant ship. “This was her first mission, you know.”Erica looked at him.
“Seriously?”“Yup. First of her class, in fact. She wasn’t even scheduled to depart until two days
from now.”“Hell of a first flight,” she commented.“It kind of goes with her name,” Robert chuckled,
“as well as her captain.”Erica looked at him, confused.“The original Aurora was also pressed into
service ahead of schedule and suffered a similar catastrophic event.”“Seriously?”“Yup. That’s
how Captain Scott ended up in command. He was just a scrub lieutenant, fresh out of the
academy at the time.”“I know how that feels,” Erica said. “The Lokken was only my second actual
flight.”“Really?”“Yup. I only graduated flight school about a year… Wait, I guess that would be
like, a thousand years ago?”“We’re guessing closer to twelve hundred at this point.”Erica sighed.
“All I wanted was to get on the crew of an outbound colony mission. Now I wish I was back on
McFallon.”“You’re from McFallon?”“I’m afraid so.”“Nice world. Why’d you want to leave?”“You’ve
been there?” she wondered.“Several times.”“And you thought it was nice?”“Well, I was there
about a thousand years after you left, so I’m sure a lot had changed.”“It was just a fringe world in
my day,” Erica explained. “A few hundred thousand people at the most. Cargo ships only stopped
by a few times a year at best.”“And they still had a flight academy?”“Actually, it was just one
instructor with a really nice simulator that he’d built himself. He was fully certified by the INA,



though.”“I’m sure he taught you well.”“How many people lived on McFallon when you were
there?”“A few million, at least,” Robert replied. “Fully industrialized and self-sufficient as best I
could tell. She was a member of the Sol Alliance.”Erica rolled her eyes. “Then I was right by
leaving.”“What do you mean?”McFallon was becoming controlled by the Core Systems Alliance.
That’s why I left. I wanted to be someplace truly free.”“Well, in a roundabout way, you may have
succeeded,” Robert admitted.“Maybe,” Erica chuckled, her attention turning back to the Aurora.
“You think she’ll fly again?”“If she holds true to her namesake, she will.”“I don’t know; she looks
pretty banged up.“Well, her chief engineer was one of the original designers of this class, so if
anyone can get her flying again, it’s him.”“I’d love to get a look at her helm someday,” Erica
admitted.“I’m sure that can be arranged,” Robert told her.“Seriously?”“I think I can do one better,
in fact. How’d you like to learn how to fly her?”“I’d love to,” she replied enthusiastically.“Once
Commander Kamenetskiy gets main power restored, we’ll get you in the simulator.”“There’s a
simulator on board?”“Full immersion,” Robert assured her. “All five senses. It even hurts when
you die.”“Maybe we can turn that setting off?”“Most people do,” Robert assured her. “You can
learn to fly pretty much any ship in that thing. The Aurora, the Navarro-class shuttle, the Dragon
fighter; you name it.”“I’d enjoy that.” Erica looked back at the Aurora. “Not that those skills will
ever be of much use.”“Says who?” Robert replied.“What do you mean?”“We’re stranded God
knows where and God knows when. We’ve got two good working shuttles and eleven Dragon
fighters. We can use all the pilots we can get.”“Seriously?” Erica asked, genuinely afraid that he
was joking.“You really like that word, don’t you?” Robert teased.* * *“I still think we should’ve set
down a click or two outside of town,” Jessica grumbled as they moved aft through the Seiiki
toward her cargo bay.“Got a few people headed our way,” Josh warned over comm-sets.“From
what direction?” Jessica asked.“All directions, and some of them are packin’.”“Told ya,” Jessica
said as they entered the cargo bay.“What’s the sit?” Kit asked as he checked his sidearm.“We’ve
drawn some interest,” Jessica replied. “Armed interest.”“Tell me again why we had to set down in
town?” Marcus complained.“For the last time, if we had set down incognito and walked in, it
would’ve looked suspicious,” Nathan explained. “I mean, they have to know that they’re the only
ones on this rock. They’d damn well know that strangers had to come by ship.”“Yeah, but they
wouldn’t know where our ship was or what kind of ship we were flying,” Jessica argued.“We’re
here to get intel, Jess. People are more willing to talk to friends than enemies.”“And they’re more
willing to kill strangers.”Nathan rolled his eyes. “Open the hatch,” he instructed Marcus.“You
sure?”Nathan just glared at him.“Just askin’,” Marcus grumbled as he activated the hatch.The aft
cargo ramp that served as the hatch over the entire bay split across the top as it began to slowly
swing away and head down.Jessica reached down and fingered the safety and charge buttons
on her sidearm, preparing for the worst.“Don’t shoot anyone,” Nathan told her.“I won’t if they
won’t.”Nathan looked to Kit for support.“Don’t look at me,” Kit told him. “I’m on her side.”Before
the ramp deployed enough for them to be seen, Jessica reached over and mussed up Nathan’s
hair.“What are you doing?” Nathan inquired, batting her hand away.“Making you look less
military,” she explained. “You should’ve left it long.”The ramp continued its downward swing,



revealing the heads of those gathered outside. Nathan offered a friendly wave as the ramp
continued downward. But the moment the locals could see that Nathan and his crew were
armed, their hands went to their sidearms.Nathan put up both his hands as the ramp came to a
stop. “We’re not looking for trouble,” he assured them as he headed slowly down the ramp.“Then
why are you strapped?” a man at the forefront of those gathered replied.“Why are you?” Jessica
snapped back, her hand also on her sidearm, just in case.“Jess,” Nathan said under his
breath.Jessica squinted as she scanned every man there and then lit on the one standing to the
speaker’s right. The man’s hand was hovering just above his gun, twitching. “Kit,” she said as she
drew her weapon with lightning speed.Kit did the same, so quickly in fact, that the man with the
twitching hand froze, his eyes wide at the speed of their draw.“I don’t want to kill anyone,”
Jessica announced, “but I’ve got no problem doing so if need be.”The man who had spoken
looked at the eyes of both Jessica and Kit, noting their steely gaze and razor-sharp
attentiveness. Their speed had bested his, so much so that none of his cohorts had even gotten
their guns half-drawn.Nathan sighed. Same old Jessica, he thought. “Like I said, we’re not
looking for trouble. So why don’t we all put our guns away.”A devilish smile crept onto Jessica’s
face. “I believe we’ve made our point,” she said, holstering her weapon.Kit followed suit, his eyes
still darting from one man to the next.“Then what are you looking for?” the leader of the group
asked.Nathan started down the ramp again. “We’re checking in with all the settlements in the
area, looking for work.”“What kind of work, the man asked, still eying them suspiciously.Nathan
reached the bottom of the ramp, turning his head back toward his ship momentarily. “Kind of
obvious, don’t you think? We’re looking for anyone who needs cargo runs. Imports or exports.
Don’t care much what. Just looking to keep our tanks filled and our pantry stocked.” Nathan
offered his hand. “Connor Tuplo, captain of the Seiiki.”“Jorda Basque,” the man replied, shaking
Nathan’s hand.Nathan did his best to match the man’s grip strength, not wanting to send the
wrong signals. He had no idea who these people were, and whether or not they could be trusted.
But one thing he had learned over the years was that you didn’t want to appear weak nor too
intimidating. “Pleasure to meet you. This is Jessica, Kit, and Marcus.”“Kind of a small crew,
huh?”“Three more inside,” Nathan told him. “Figured it was best not to come on too strong.”Jorda
eyed the Seiiki a bit. “She looks new. There aren’t many of these old birds flying any longer.”“We
try to take good care of her,” Nathan lied.“Pretty odd, you showing up here. We don’t get many
visitors this far out.”“That’s why we’re looking out here,” Nathan explained. “Less
competition.”Jorda chuckled. “You could’ve found less competition without traveling so far past
the line.” He looked at Nathan again, then at the others, sizing them up. “You got Alliance
troubles?”Nathan wasn’t sure what to say.“Isn’t that why you’re out here?” Jessica chimed in
nonchalantly.“We’re out here to avoid the complications that come with the Alliance,” Jorda
clarified. “But that doesn’t mean we’re interested in hiring operators that are, shall we say, less
than legal?”“You have nothing to worry about with us,” Nathan assured him.“I don’t know. This is
an Alliance shuttle. An old one, to be sure, but still Alliance.”“They stopped using these long ago,”
Nathan told him. “Sold them off in public auctions, in fact. Most of them are being used by



privateers like us but closer in to the line.”“Why would a privateer want to use an ancient
shuttle?”“These Navarro-class shuttles are quite versatile,” Nathan defended. “Especially if you
manage to get your hands on some of the different mission modules…which we did.”“What kind
of modules?” Jorda wondered, intrigued.“Let’s just say we can carry a lot of cargo, a lot of
people, or a mixture of both. We can even take her into the more dangerous systems, if the price
is right.”“You have weapons modules?”“We know a guy,” Nathan replied.“Then you must be
based somewhere,” Jorda surmised.“Persa,” Nathan told him.“Never heard of it.”“Most haven’t.
Like you, that’s the way they like it. Not far though. A few hundred light years at most.”“Then
you’ve got full energy banks?” Jorda asked, surprised.“Of course.”“That explains why you prefer
to steer clear of the Alliance.”Nathan and Jessica exchanged a glance.“So, are you in need?”
Nathan asked.“We’re in need of a lot of things,” Jorda replied. “And this ship is one of
them.”Nathan didn’t like the way Jorda had said that. “I can give you a fair price for hauling…
cheaper than most.”“What’s to stop me from takin’ her?” Jorda asked, his tone becoming less
friendly.“Other than quick-draw, here?” Nathan replied, pointing over his shoulder at Jessica.
“Josh? You listening?”On the underside of the shuttle, on either side of the bow and either side of
the aft cargo bay opening, small, single-barreled plasma cannons dropped down and
immediately took aim at the locals, their plasma generators humming to life as the cannons
darted back and forth, demonstrating how quickly they could change targets.The locals moved
back one or two steps. Apparently, the demonstration had achieved its desired affect.“Like I said,
we’re not looking for trouble, just work. But we’re not about to let some backwater potentate
make trouble for us. If you’re not interested in hiring us, that’s fine, we’ll be on our way. But if just
one of you draws down on this ship, or any of my crew, we’ll melt your little town to the ground
and not bat an eyelash.” Nathan took a step forward, staring Jorda in the eyes, a look of
unwavering confidence on his face. “Do I make myself clear?”Jorda stared at him for a few more
seconds, trying to appear as confident as Nathan. Finally, his expression began to change,
quickly forming a broad smile. He laughed out loud, turning to his men, who also laughed,
although not as heartily. “How about I buy you all a drink?” he offered, slapping Nathan on his
shoulder.Nathan also smiled. “I think I’d like that…a lot.”* * *After the initial confrontation, Jorda’s
attitude had changed considerably. In fact, he had become downright hospitable, treating them
to a light meal in addition to their local brew.“You never said how you came upon our little world,”
Jorda commented as he poured them another round.“A long story, actually,” Nathan replied.
“Suffice to say it was more by accident than by design.”“What did you call this stuff?” Jessica
asked, taking a sniff of the pungent concoction.“Coru,” Jorda replied. “It’s a mixture of grains and
dekka fat, cooked and fermented. It’s a complicated process that takes some time.”“With a bit of
a buzz as well,” Nathan added.“You build up a tolerance to its intoxicating effects after a
while.”“You guys drink this stuff all day?” Kit wondered.“The men do. The women not so much.
Most have a hot mug of it first thing in the morning, then a few cold ones throughout the
day.”“Works for me,” Marcus commented, taking a big swig of his brew.“It’s quite filling,” Jessica
added.“Helps get us through the day without having to eat.”“You don’t eat all day?” Nathan



asked.“For the most part,” Jorda confirmed. “Dinner is our one big meal.”“I could go all day
without eating if I got to drink this stuff all day,” Marcus commented.“What’s a dekka?” Nathan
wondered.“A big rodent. Lives in the brush, eats anything that’s already dead,” Jorda explained.
“Disgusting buggers, not edible at all. Their fat is the only thing worth a damn. But the only way to
consume it is in coru; otherwise, it’ll make you sick as a dog.”“So how long have you lived here?”
Nathan asked, hoping to get some more information out of Jorda without tipping him off to their
situation.“About forty years,” Jorda replied. “I came over with my parents when I was a
child.”“How long has this settlement existed?” Jessica asked.“Gruner was originally an
aramenium mining base, established about a hundred years ago. But the vein ran dry sooner
than expected, and the mining company pulled out. Most of the families just decided to
stay.”“Why?” Jessica wondered. “From what we’ve seen, this rock is pretty barren.”“It’s an
acquired taste, that’s for sure,” Jorda agreed. “But it keeps the undesirables out. Most who come
to live here are looking to get as far away from the Alliance as possible.”“Yourself, included?”
Jessica asked.“I’ve never had any contact with the Alliance, myself, but I understand why people
dislike them. Too many rules and restrictions. Most people don’t like being told what they can
and can’t do.” Jorda eyed his guests, thinking. “I take it none of you has had much contact with
the Alliance, either?”“We try to stay clear of them ourselves. Makes life less complicated,”
Nathan explained, trying to appear of similar ilk.Jorda topped off his own mug. “It was rather
good timing for us,” he stated. “You appearing when you did.”“How so?” Nathan wondered.“Well,
we do some trade with nearby systems,” Jorda explained. “You know, to get the odds and ends
we can’t produce ourselves.”“What do you offer in trade?” Jessica asked.“You’re drinking it,”
Jorda smiled. “Coru is popular on fringe worlds. Especially barren ones like
Dencke.”“Dencke?”“That’s what we call our little world.”“And coru gets you what you need?”
Nathan wondered.“Usually. Sometimes we have to trade it for something else and then trade
that with another world to get what we’re looking for.”“You said it was good timing that we
showed up?” Nathan queried.“Our usual transport, the Coralie, is several weeks overdue.”“You
think they ran into trouble?” Jessica wondered.“Don’t really care,” Jorda replied. “My concern is
the batch of coru that was supposed to ship out. Coru doesn’t have a long shelf life, and we can’t
drink it all ourselves. We were counting on the Coralie to pick it up and trade it with a guy on
Hadria for medical supplies, which we’re running low on. Maybe you can help us out?”“I don’t
see why not,” Nathan said.“What’s our cut?” Jessica asked.“Will you take ten percent of the coru
as payment?” Jorda replied.“Make it twenty, and you have a deal,” Jessica countered.“Only
because if I don’t, we’ll probably lose the entire batch,” Jorda said. “Deal. How soon can you
depart?”“How quickly can you load us up?” Nathan replied, downing the last of his coru and
smiling.* * *“Hadria?” Cameron said. “Never heard of it. Do you even know where it is?”“About
thirty light years from here,” Nathan replied over comms. “We managed to squeeze a little extra
info about the place from them, so I’m pretty sure we can locate it.”“Well, what are you hauling for
them?”“Coru. Think protein shake mixed with dark beer.”“Sounds awful.”“Marcus loved it.”“I’m not
sure this is a good idea,” Cameron told him.“I’ll send word via jump comm-drone when we get



there,” Nathan promised.“You didn’t tell them about us, did you?”“Nope. Our cover held. I think
the fact that they were desperate to get their stuff to market helped.”“If we don’t hear from you in
twenty-four hours, I’m sending Dragons out to find you.”“Fair enough,” Nathan agreed. “How are
things there?”“Vlad has the starboard ZPED back online, but only at thirty percent. It should be
enough to run all the environmental systems and power the shields to keep out wildlife,”
Cameron reported. “We still don’t have artificial gravity, so we’re still dealing with a port lean, but
at least it’s only five degrees.”“I take it you’ve moved everyone back inside?” Nathan
asked.“We’re working on it,” Cameron assured him. “The sun’s already setting here. We should
have everyone inside before it gets totally dark.”“Very good.”“You guys be careful,” Cameron
urged.“Don’t worry,” Nathan replied. “I’ve got Jess watching over me.”“That doesn’t help,”
Cameron replied.“Okay, I’ve got Neli to answer to as well.”“That’s better.”“I’ll send an update in a
few hours. Seiiki out.”“Aurora Base, out,” Cameron replied.“Is he always this reckless?” Laza
asked. “Procedure dictates the captain should stay with the ship and send junior officers out on
such details.”“Nathan is more hands-on than most captains,” Cameron explained.* * *Nathan
studied the navigation display at the center of the Seiiki’s forward console between him and
Josh, dumbfounded by what he was seeing. It was the first time that any of them had returned to
space since the crash earlier that day. “This can’t be,” he muttered in disbelief.“I’m telling you,
that’s Sol.”“But that puts us in the Perseus arm.” Nathan looked at him again, still unable to
accept what he was saying. “That means we jumped more than ten thousand light years. Hell,
we don’t even have charts for this area.”“Well, we need to get some soon, or we’re going to be
wandering around like idiots every time we try to go somewhere, just like we’re doing now.”“I’m
doing the best I can,” Nathan defended. “A ‘big, blue planet close in to a red dwarf’ is an awfully
vague description. You know how many red dwarfs there are within thirty light years of
Dencke?”“No…because we don’t have any star charts for this area,” Josh reiterated.Nathan
sighed in frustration. They had jumped to more than twenty red dwarf systems lying between
twenty-nine and thirty-one light years from Dencke, and not one of them had a habitable world
orbiting them. “Try this one,” Nathan decided, sending the course information to Josh’s
console.Josh looked at the nav data. “That’s thirty-two light years out.”“Well, I ran out of red
dwarfs in the twenty-nine to thirty-one range. That one’s the closest red dwarf to us that’s even
close to that.”“Still jumping in circles?” Jessica teased as she entered the Seiiki’s cockpit.“Not
funny,” Nathan snapped.“Jumping in five,” Josh announced.“I really thought this would be easier,”
Nathan admitted. He turned to look at Jessica. “If Josh is right, we’re in the Perseus
arm.”“What?”“Yeah, at least ten thousand light years from home.”“Jumping,” Josh announced as
the jump flash washed over the Seiiki’s cockpit.“How long will it take us to get there by shuttle?”
Jessica wondered.“At least a month,” Nathan replied.“Twice that without charts,” Josh
added.“Enough about the charts, Josh,” Nathan pleaded as he studied the sensor display. “Hey, I
think we may have found something. I’m picking up a planet close in. One point one five Earth’s
mass, liquid water, breathable atmosphere.” Nathan paused, a smile creeping across his face.
“And lots of emissions, some I can’t even identify.”“You think it’s Hadria?” Jessica



wondered.“Even if it isn’t, it’s worth checking out. I’m picking up inbound and outbound ships, so
they probably have an active spaceport.”“And star charts,” Josh said under his
breath.“Unfortunately, they’ll probably have fees as well,” Nathan added.“Let’s hope they’ll take
coru as payment,” Jessica commented.Nathan punched in some commands. “I’m dispatching a
jump comm-drone with an update to Cam.”“We don’t even know if this is Hadria, yet,” Josh
reminded him.“If it isn’t, and they don’t accept coru as payment, then we may need Cam to send
the Mirai to bail us out,” Nathan explained. “Besides, she worries.”“Bail us out with what?”
Jessica wondered.Nathan pressed the launch button, and then looked to the right, spotting the
comm-drone as it sped away, turned sharply, then jumped.“How far out are we?” Jessica
asked.“About one light hour. Josh, jump us to comms range.”“How close?”“Thirty light seconds
should do.”“You got it,” Josh replied, dialing up another jump.“Maybe we should recon a bit first?”
Jessica suggested.“That would just make us look suspicious,” Nathan argued.“Assuming they
can even see us.”“It’s a pretty safe bet they can,” Nathan told her. “With that many ships coming
and going, they probably have approach control, and maybe even some kind of security
fleet.”“Jumping in five,” Josh reported.“Even more reason to recon, if you ask me,” Jessica
insisted. “Could we at least raise shields?”“Again, we don’t want to appear suspicious.”“I was
thinking cautious.”“Jumping.”Again the jump flash washed over the Seiiki’s cockpit. Nathan
looked out the forward windows, spotting the tiny blue dot. “That’s it.” He tapped some buttons
on the comm-panel, then tapped his comm-set. “Approach, this is the Seiiki. We’re inbound,
thirty light seconds out, looking for permission to land.”“Good idea,” Josh complimented.“What’s
a good idea?” Jessica asked.“He hailed them as just ‘approach’. That way, if that ain’t Hadria, we
don’t look like idiots, we just appear to have bad comm habits.”“Hey, Seiiki,” a voice called over
comms. “Hadria doesn’t have approach control.”“Uh, thanks,” Nathan replied over comms.“Your
first trip to that shithole?”“Yeah. Who am I speaking to?”“This is Captain Bartus of the
Senecka.”“Connor Tuplo, captain of the Seiiki. Thanks for the info, captain. Any advice on where
we should set down?”“Depends on what you’re carrying.”“A few thousand liters of coru,” Nathan
replied.“Then you’ll be a popular guy,” Captain Bartus chuckled. “Keep your shields up while
you’re on the ground, or that cargo of yours will get stolen.”“Will do,” Nathan replied. “I guess
there’s no security then.”“On a fringe world like Hadria? Fat chance. Make sure you’re strapping
at all times, Tuplo.”“Always.”“Safe travels. Senecka out.”“To you as well,” Nathan answered. “Seiiki
out.”“Sounds like my kind of place,” Jessica mused.“Well at least we found it,” Nathan
commented. “Take us in, Josh.”* * *Cameron came back down the dirt hill serving as the
boarding ramp to the downed Aurora’s port main cargo hatch. With the amount of foot traffic
going in and out of the ship all day long, the uneven path had been firmly tamped down. It was
still uncomfortably steep, but it was definitely easier to navigate than it had been.It was still
narrow, meaning no two-way traffic, so moving everyone and everything back inside had gone
more slowly than she’d hoped.“How are we doing?” Cameron asked Robert, who was directing
traffic at the base of the ramp.“It’s going to be close,” he replied, looking up at the quickly
darkening sky. “Temps are dropping fast. According to Ensign Soray, we’re moving into the



shadow of this moon’s parent, and the moon’s rotation rate creates an odd timing every few days
that creates a longer night and a deep freeze. She estimated it will happen about once every ten
local days.”“Great. A desert planet that turns into an ice planet overnight.” Cameron cupped her
hands and blew into them. The air had gotten crisp and cold in less than an hour. “The sun sets
quickly here,” she commented, looking at the sky.“It’s that unusual timing,” Robert explained. “It’s
like an eclipse happening at sunset. Soray says that should only happen every four or five cycles
though.”“You know that famous Na-Tan luck?” Cameron asked.“Yeah.”“I think that got left in the
past.”“We are alive,” Robert pointed out. “And we have shelter and power.”“God, you’re another
optimist, aren’t you,” Cameron joked as Doctor Chen and two med-techs approached, carrying
the Selles’ chief engineer. “How’s he doing?” Cameron asked the doctor.“He’s hanging on,”
Doctor Chen replied. “But all this commotion isn’t helping.”“Hopefully, this will be the last time
you have to move him,” Cameron said as they passed.Vladimir and three crewman carrying
parkas came down the ramp next, stepping carefully to the side to make room for Doctor Chen’s
party to pass.“I’m not sure we can keep the shields up,” Vladimir reported as he came down the
hill.“What happened?”“My original assessments were based on more reasonable temperatures,”
Vladimir explained as one of the crewmen handed Cameron and Robert parkas. “If we’re looking
at prolonged sub-zero temps, we’ll be using more power to maintain internal temps.”“It’s a
spaceship, Vlad. It’s always in sub-zero temps,” Robert commented.“We’ve got numerous hull
breaches, so we’re not airtight at the moment. We’ve even got flooding in the lower cargo deck
from this damned swamp we ended up in. Besides, I barely got the starboard ZPED stabilized.
Running the shields along with environmental would’ve put it too close to its current redline. If we
lose that ZPED, it will get very cold inside.”“What about the fusion reactor?” Cameron asked.“We
had to shut that down. I had to use several of its containment field emitters in the starboard
ZPED.”“Why couldn’t you use emitters from the port ZPED?” Robert wondered.“They’re all
fried.”“Well, let’s hope whatever creatures inhabit this world stay home when it gets cold,”
Cameron said as she donned her parka. “You’re not cold?” she asked Vlad, who was still
wearing a standard uniform.“This is like a nice, winter evening back home for me,” Vladimir
laughed as he continued on.“We should probably recall the Dragons and get them secured for
the duration of this cold spell. If power is going to be rationed, we won’t be able to cycle them in
and out from the flight deck.”“Good idea,” Cameron agreed, tapping her comm-set. “Aurora
Base, XO. Recall the Dragons ASAP and have ground crews ready to secure their birds on the
ground.”“Aye, sir.”“Make sure everyone gets cold-weather gear,” Cameron told Robert. “No one
goes outside without it. Not even Vlad.”“You got it,” Robert promised. “You hear anything else
from the Seiiki?”“We got a second comm-drone a few minutes ago. They found Hadria.”“You see,
that Na-Tan luck is still there,” Robert teased.“Let’s hope,” Cameron replied as she headed for
the comm-shack.CHAPTER TWOThe four of them stood at the top of the Seiiki’s cargo ramp,
staring out at the dilapidated, dusty, broken-down city that was Hadria.“Are you sure we’re in the
right place?” Jessica asked.“This is the largest population center on the planet,” Nathan assured
her. “I figured it was as good a place as any to start.”A gruff-looking man with two sidearms



strapped to his hip and a rifle slung over his shoulder walked by glaring at them as he
passed.“I’m not sure we’re carrying enough firepower,” Kit commented.“Never thought I’d see a
place worse than Haven,” Marcus grumbled.“Neli, you, Sima, and Josh stay with the ship,”
Nathan instructed.“Gladly,” Neli agreed, appalled by the conditions outside.“Why do I have to
stay?” Josh complained.“In case we need you to fly in and rescue us,” Nathan replied.Josh
gazed out at the dusty streets, spotting two young women in suggestive attire looking his way
and smiling as they passed. “Too bad,” he sighed. “This place looks like fun.”Marcus just glared
at him.“Not sure this is the best place for R and R,” Nathan said. “Shall we?” he added, heading
down the ramp with Jessica, Kit, and Marcus following. “Keep the shields up,” Nathan called
back to Josh as they reached the bottom of the ramp and stepped onto the surface.Josh walked
over to the control panel at the left of the ramp, waiting until Nathan and the others were a few
meters away before he activated the shields, setting them to glow a pale yellow.“Does it always
do that?” Ensign Dass wondered.“Ever walk into a shield by mistake?” Josh replied. “Fucking
hurts. Besides, it advertises that we don’t want any visitors.”“Or that we have something on
board to protect,” Neli commented.“Hey, I’m just following orders,” Josh replied, activating the
retraction cycle to raise the ramp back up before heading forward.Ensign Dass sighed as Josh
walked by. “I don’t even know why I’m here. So far, everyone seems to speak English.”“Nathan
just wants to be prepared,” Neli assured her. She looked at the young ensign, noticing her
uneasiness. “First time away from Earth?”“That obvious?”“Don’t worry, you get used to it,” Neli
said, heading forward.“It would be easier if I had something to do.”“You could help keep me from
smackin’ Josh.”Sima followed Neli, a confused look on her face. “Isn’t Josh your son?”“Oh God
no,” Neli laughed. “He’s Marcus’s step-son…sort of. Long story.”“He is irritating,” Sima
agreed.“And today is one of his good days.”* * *“We may have a problem,” Vladimir announced
as he entered the captain’s ready room.“We have lots of problems, Vlad,” Cameron replied.“This
is a new one. The water is freezing up.”“What water?”“Outside.”“Yes, we expected that,” Cameron
reminded him. “We’re entering this planet’s long night cycle.”“The front half of the ship is in the
water,” Vladimir explained. “The lower decks are flooded from hull breaches. Especially the
forward weapons bay. If the water inside freezes as well, it will expand and create all kinds of
damage.”
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Lawrence R, “Nit-picking spelling. Lol. I love this series. Mr. Brown is a very good writer and I’m
not. Lol. I’m not very good at writing reviews so I’ll make this brief. I have read all the series
except the ones concerning the plague that started the whole thing. I eagerly download the
books almost as soon as they’re released and enjoy them tremendously. I have resisted until
now the urge to say anything about this because these stories exudes quality in such
abundance that I hate to say anything that seems like nit-picking, but I wanted Mr. Brown to
know that using the word “wonder” is good in that a person wonders about something, but to
spell “wander” as “wonder” doesn’t work to say that a person or a ship “wonders around the
galaxy. The person or ship “wanders” around the galaxy. I hope that I haven’t insulted anyone’s
intelligence here.Way back in part one where the Aurora was in a battle where light minutes and
such were used to describe seeing an enemy ship was light minutes ahead of them and so on, I
questioned the math. It didn’t seem to be possible because of the speed of light being what it is. I
don’t know enough about that sort of thing; put it this way: I know just enough to know when
something doesn’t sound believable, so I let it go as in movies or books, anything is possible,
especially science fiction. I just figured that in that world of fiction, the Aurora had the technology
to make that sort of thing possible.This idea is why I don’t read much hard science fiction. It’s
also why I stopped reading much of Arthur C. Clarks books. He believed that the speed of light
was absolute and wrote his fiction stories accordingly. If a space ship in his stories had a
destination hundreds of light years away, the crew had to “long sleep” ‘til they got there or it was
a generation ship where the descendants of the original crew settled the planet at their
destination. These types of stories were always well written and entertaining but I grew tired of
them because they seemed so limiting. I much prefer Mr. Brown’s type of stories where anything
is possible and is made believable. The key to reading science fiction is the suspension of
disbelief. They’re FUN to read. It makes a person wish such things were really possible.On
another topic, I love the original series and Next generation Star Trek, but the one thing I could
never find myself disbelieving was their shields protected them from energy weapons but not
projectile type weapons such as photon torpedoes as depicted. There were a number of other
technologies as well, but the suspension of disbelief kicks in to cover them. Entertaining as all
get out. Well, so much for being brief. Lol”

Mike Schackel, “Some of the most entertaining military SF being written today. I have read all of
the Frontiers Saga books so far, and I eagerly anticipate each new book Ryk Brown adds to
these series. The characters are well written, and the action is always compelling. I always end
up skimming paragraphs because I am so caught up in the action, I want to know how it gets
resolved.Very light spoilers ahead!It's no secret from the previous book that the Aurora moved
forward in time, and in this book we slowly learn how much time has passed. This revelation
effects the crew in various ways, and they need to find a way to live with it. Not only is the Aurora



damaged and stuck on a planet, their technology and knowledge are woefully out of date. They
need allies, but not only that, they need a purpose. Captain Scott has to decide what to do, once
they learn that the Alliance he fought so hard to create in the previous series appears to not be
what he envisioned. There are also wrongs being committed out in the Badlands that they find
themselves in, that the moral part of Captain Scott has a clear pull to try and right. This book
starts to lay in what's next for Captain Scott and the rest of the Aurora personnel. Along the way,
they meet some familiar faces that are out of place, centuries after Captain Scott knew them.I do
have two minor quibbles about this book. First, there is a war that is described where "trillions of
lives" were lost. That number is so big--trillions--that it does stretch credibility. Not only that, but
in just a few hundred years, the human population of the galaxy seems to have completely
rebounded.Second, I do have some trepidation that Mr. Brown might be falling into the "Evil A.I."
cliché with this, part 3 of the series. A.I. are great at things like handling targeting of a missile that
needs to hit a specific target seconds or even a few minutes later, but how good can an A.I.
launch a missile today, to hit a specific target an hour from now? Or a day? Or a year? The
probability quickly approaches zero, so the idea that an A.I. can put together a multi-year
strategy, and execute it flawlessly, is laughable. Speculative Fiction is full of near-omniscient A.I
that are never wrong, only for a band of plucky heroes to overcome all the odds to defeat the A.I.
and save the day. Barf! I do hope Mr. Brown does not fall into this trap, but I calculate a 95%
probability that he will. Of course that still means there's a 5% chance that I am wrong. Let's see
if I'm as good as a near-omniscient A.I. or not.”

BeSpain, “Once again, a nice twist. These books can drag just a bit in the middle when they go
into tremendous detail around small things. But they reflect some interesting perspectives on
human nature and societal tendencies. But they also almost always manage to reveal a surprise
at or near the end. I thought I saw this one coming, but I didn't quite.Looking forward to the next
chapter in the story and finding it hard to believe there are not several more coming.”

David W., “Never Disappointed. When a new release is announced, I drop everything and buy it.
This series is on of the best military sci-fi series out there. I've been reading this series for years
and am never disappointed. I know all the characters and love the adventures they get into and
this book was no exception. Ryk Brown is an excellent writer and always comes up with some
new twist, really great read!”

Lima, “Best sci Fi series available. Ryk Brown.....WOW.... The Frontiers Saga. Just simply the
best. The only problem with this series of books is the time between each new release. I find
myself searching around other scifi writers to provide "fillers" . Some are good, others not so. I
certainly haven't found anything that provides the enjoyment of Ryks ongoing tales involving
Nathan, Jessica, Vlad etc, etc. Having said that.... we're now in the "dark time" waiting for the
next installment.......”



Malcolm Douglas, “never fails to entertain. This story takes a completely new avenue from the
others about the Aurora and her crew, its even a new ship of the same name. If thou have read
any others of the series you will enjoy this as well.  Looking forward to the next installment”

SP23DMERCHANT, “Second Book of this Series is Better!. So whilst Nathan’s luck just gets
worse, worse than Kirks ever was …Well what do you expect as this is space opera at its finest!
Much better, pace has picked up & left on a hanger at the end …Awesome!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. Finished this book in a couple of days, couldn't put it down, love
the way the story is going, got straight back into the characters again, looking forward to the next
instalment.”

Paul, “Every book is a page turner.. Ryk Brown’s Sci-fi series ‘The Frontiers Saga’ is a real page
turner.I really enjoy Ryk’s character development.Arguably, it’s not a detailed sophisticated sci-fi
series. Instead, it’s a quick paced adventure with enough predictability to make it comfortable,
but with enough surprises to keep it exciting.Thoroughly recommend!”

The book by Ryk Brown has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,244 people have provided feedback.
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